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Introduction

The preservation of confldentiality and integrity of messages exchanged between entities in widely distributed multidomain environments is the goal of
many reseafch and implementation efforts. For example, systems like Privacy
Enhanced Mail (PEM) (Kent 1993, Linn 1993) have recently received considerable attention.
In such environments, possibly consisting of millions of entities, issues such
as name management, key management, and autonomy of local domains need to
be considered if realistic, scalable solutions are to be implemented. Approaches
for dealing with such issues are often based on a global hierarchy of entities. For
example, the PEM design is based on an X.500 naming hierarchy (CCITT 1988a)
and on an X.509 authentication/certification hierarchy (CCITT 1988b). Such hierarchical structures capture, in addition to naming information, trust and keysharing relations between entities.
Such an underlying global hierarchy is associated with various advantages.
It is conceptually simple and elegant, it scales well, and it constitutes a natural
framework for establishing management policies. However, a hierarchy may in
some cases be over-constraining (Binell et al. 1986, Lampson etal.1991, Gligor
et al. 1992, Yahalom et al. 1993). In particular, there are real-world situations in
which an entity does not necessarily trust all other entities at higher hierarchical
levels but may still wish, and be able to, securely interact with their subordinates.
In (Binell et al. 1986, Lampson et al. 1991, Gligor et al. 1992) particular extensions to a hierarchical structure were proposed and examined. However, for each
such extension, it can be shown that there are particular circumstances in which
relationships between entities cannot be supported and thus that even the extended
structure is potentially over-restrictive. Consequently, in (Yahalom et al. 1993)
an approach was introduced to incorporate trust relations that do not necessarily
correspond to any underlying global structure.
In this article we establish how trust may be acquired by entities during protocol executions. Such an approach for acquiring trust significantþ extends the
model in (Yahalom et al. 1993) in which the trust can be considered only as potential. The method we present for analyzing acquired trust extends the logic-based
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class of protocol analysis methods [e.g., (Burrows et al. 1989; Gong et al. 1990;

Abadi & Tuttle 1991)1.
'We

present a general protocol for obtaining public keys in a multidomain environment that relies on such acquired trust. Our approach results in a protocol
that may rely on the properties of a global hierarchical structure, but may also
allow any deviations from that structure, increasing the flexibility as required.
Whereas the optimal point in the trade-off between flexibility and scalability is,
of course, environment dependent, it seems likely that trust relations that are
not consistent with the conventional ones are the exception rather than the rule.
Consequently, the protocol presented here would normally perform well, but, as
required, may also be sufficiently flexible. Our approach for establishing acquired
trust enables us to analyze such protocols.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce our model and present the trust acquisition rules. In section 3, we describe
the protocol execution environment assumed. In section 4 a general trust acquisition based protocol for this environment is presented, and its properties analyzed
using the model of section 2. In section 5 the execution of the protocol in particular circumstances is demonstrated as an example. General comparisons to related
work are presented in section 6, and in section 7 we conclude.

2. Incorporating Trust in Distributed Executions
A distributed system consists of multiple entities interconnected by communication links. Entities may communicate by sending messages over these links. Each
entity is associated with a unique identifier. Adversaries may read, modify, generate, or replay messages. Consequently cryptographic schemes need to be used for
securing message exchanges. We consider in this article only public key schemes
(e.g., (Rivers et al. 1978; ElGamal 1985)) and assume that the usual strong properties are approximated.
A protocol deflnes a sequence of messages to be exchanged as well as the
corresponding local actions to be taken by the participating entities. Each entity is
associated with a state that is initialized at the beginning of a protocol execution
and may be updated during such an execution.
Similarly tg the Gong, Needham, and Yahalom (GNY) model (Gong
et al. 1990), we assume that an entity's state consists of two parts. One part
contains the items that the entity posse,ss¿,s at each execution point. Another
part contains the beliefs of that entity about items and about other entities. The
notion of a belief is similar to that which was introduced by Burrows, Abadi, and
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Needham (BAN) (Burrows et al. 1989) and that was also used by GNY and by

Abadi and Tuttle (AT) (Abadi & Tuttle 1991).
Like the GNY work, we use ) to denote possesses and þ to denote believes.
For example, the expression P ) Ke* represents the fact that Kq¡ is possessed
by entity P (i.e., at a particular point in the execution the item Kq¡ is in the pos-

of P's state). The expression P È ñ* represents the fact thaï P
believes that Kq¡ is the public key of Q (i.e., similarly, that belief is part of P's
betiefs state at a particular execution point). < denotes a message seenby P at
some point in an execution. {msg}6 denotes a message msg encrypted with a
sessions part

key

K.

Rules such as the following one establish (in the spirit of (Burrows
et al. 1989, Gong et al.l99O, Abadi & Tuttle 1991)) how entities' state may
change during an execution:

P > Ke+,P <{msg)xo_

P>msg
during an execution, P possesses Kq¡, and P sees {znsg} xq- (Kq- denotes Q's private key) then P may also possess rnsg.
A particular type of belief is trust.In (Yahalom et al. 1993) a few primitive
trust classes were introduced. The analysis in this article focuses on three of these.

If

Trust with respect to identification, denoted

P ' trusts¿d-, (8)

|

MnlNrNc. By participating in some appropriate binding protocol (or being properly initialized), the entity I is assumed by P to have in a dedicated part of its
state bindings between unique identifrers of entities in the set r, their correct public keys, and possibly also the corresponding key--expiration-time. Modifications
of this binding state are only possible as a result of executing the appropriate binding protocol.
Trust with respect to maintaining relatively synchronized clocks, denoted

P -trusts".

(Q)

MseNINc. By participating in some appropnate clock synchroniTation ptotocol
(perhaps with some time server) and relying on its own clock rate, Q's clock is
assumed by P to be always closely synchronized with P's clock. That is, there
is always a difference of at most A ticks (for some A) between these two clock
readings.

1.
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The notion of trust here repre seÍts actual tust, which is stored in an entity's state (and so is also referred
to as stored trust). That is different ffom the derived trust notion presented in (Yahalom et al. 1993), which
reprcsents poten¡i¿l trust between entities. We use ".rrøsts" in contrast to "trusts" in (Yahalom et al. 1993) to
represent such stored trust.
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Trust with respect to executing the algorithmic protocol steps correctly, denoted
P .trusts,p" (Q)

MB¡.NIuc. For a given protocol, the entity Q is assumed by P to always perform
the algorithmic steps of the protocol correctly and consistently with the protocol
specifications. In particular, I is assumed to associate the correct interpretation
with its input and output messages, take the appropriate required local actions, and
truthfully represent its execution state in any statement it makes.
Note that trust in one aspect does not necessarily imply trust in another. For
example, a certification authority that is trusted with respect to the provision of
reliable bindings between identifiers in its domain and public keys with expiration
times may not necessarily be able at all times to keep its clock from drifting (or
maliciously being set) significantly backwards or forwards.
In this article we consider only cases in which an entity may trust another in
(at least) all the three aspects above. Let .trustso, represent the three statements
.trusts¿¿-r, .trasts,ps, and -trusts".. As is described below, such a trust may either
be direct or be acquired by obtaining recommendations from other entities. Let
seq denote a (possibly empty) sequence of entities. Then seq in the expression
P-trustsflq(Q) represents the (possibly empty) sequence of entities whose recommendations were used (in the sense defined in rules 2-5 below) to acquire that
trust.
The following rule enables an entity to gain a belief regarding another's public
key.

RurB l.

P'trustssreø (Q), P

) Kq¡, P È Kq+,P <{ts,R,Ka+}xe_,R
PÈ Kn+

er

AN¿.rysrs. P possesses an item that it believes to be Q's public-key (condition 2
and 3). V/ith that key P can believe that:

.

2.

Q said that Kp¡ is .R's public-key: because of conditions 3, 4, and the
assumptions regarding the encryption scheme.2

The fact that this message format is associaæd with such a meaning
ple, by incorporating a message-type field in the message.

cian be supported

if necessary, for exam-
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.

Q said it recently (e.g., within the current protocol execution): Q included
a timestamp in the message, P trusts I with respect to relatively synchronized clocks, and P can check that the fs value is suffrciently close to the
current time.

.

Q's above statement can be considered by P to be reliable: P trusts I with
respect to maintaining correct id-keys binding for entities in r, and rR is in
r (condition 5). Also, P trusts I with respect to performing algorithmic
steps correctly and so believes that Q's statements truthfully represent its
state.

.

Statements such as Q's above are assumed, throughout this article, to contain expiration-time information along with the actual key.

Consequently,

P

may believe that

Kp.¡ is Ã's public key.3

o

An entity may be willing to trust a second one (in some respect) because it
established that a third one trusts the second (in the same respect). This is referred
to as an entity trustin g the recommendntion of another about the trustworthiness of
yet another entity. In particular, if P trusts the recommendations of Q, a dedicated
part of Q's state is assumed by P to contain reliable bindings between entities and
trustworthiness aspects.

Similarly, an entity P may trust another with respect to recommendations
about another entity which can recommend yet another entity which ... which can
recommend the trustworthiness of some entity. However, for such an expression to
be useful, certain constraints may be imposed by P on such a transitive closure.
For example, P may wish to consider recommendations only from entities within
a certain organization, restrict the number of (transitive) recommendations, or
consider recommendations in some respect only about entities that are not located

in certain countries.
Such constraints are classified to path constraints (5p)-representing a set
constraining the possible recommending entities and target constraints (SÐrepresenting a set constraining the possible recommended entities. As was demonstrated in (Yahalom et al. 1.993), the specification of these sets can be based on
such parameters as the recommendation path traversed thus far, etc,

The expression
P¿ - trusts.rec"o"q

(P¡) when.pathfE p.i,¡lwhen.targetlEt¿,¡l

represents the fact that P¿ trusts the recommendations of P¡ about the identity of
entities that may be trusted to recommend entities which ... which may be trusted

3.
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Note that

P

may obviously also possess K

s¡

after ðecrypting the message with @'s public key.
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to recommend entities which may be trusted with respect to the above three aspects, as long as each recommending entity after P¡ is a member in the set 5p¿,¡
and every entity recommended is a member in the set 5t¿;. Note that each entity
P¿ ma! store multþle such expressions representing different associations between
potential recommending and recommended entities. seø represents a (possibly
empty) sequence of entities via which this trust expression was obtainedby P¿
(see rule 3 below). The trust recommendation expression thus allows enúties to
acquire, in particular circumstancqs, new trusts.
For the sake of simplicity we assume for the rest of this article that if
P¿.trusts.reco, (P¡) then also P¿ . trusts,y, (P¡).
The next two rules establish how new stored trust expressions may be acquired during an execution (we use both "," and "and" to denote logícal and):
RuLs 2.

P

- t r u st

and P

s.r

pl

ecY {a)

) Kq¡,

w

hen.tar s etlE tl

then.pathfE
P È Kq+, P < {ts,Q . trustsfl",q' (R)}xe_

and .R e Et,(VPi e seqt : P¿ e Sp)

P .trustsfi"qlj"'q' (R)

Auelysts: P possesses an item that it believes to be Q's public key (conditions 2
and 3).

For reasons analogous to the ones in the analysis of rule 1, when P sees the
message (fourth condition) it can believe that Q made the corresponding statement
recently. That statement is Q's recommendation about .R.
P trusts, with certain constraints, Q's recommendations regarding trustworthy

entities (condition 1).
P's target constraints ser-specifying its constraints regarding entities that can
be recommended-includes -R (fifth condition) and so .R is an acceptable recommended entity for P.
According to the definitions of the trust expressions, seq and seql represent
the sequence of entities whose recommendations were used to derive the corresponding trust expressions (the expressions in the first and fourth conditions,
respectively).4

4.

seq is empty

if the expression is a direct trust-it was not acquired

as a result of recommendations by other

entities.
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The entities used in order for Q to acquire its trust expression in R (seqt) ate
all included in the path constraints set associated with P's trust expression (sixth

condition).
may accept Q's recommendation and acquire a new trust in
.R. The sequence of entities associated with that new expression is the concatenation of the two sequences associated with the previous expressions. The set of
the entities which may be identified is the intersection of the corresponding sets (rConsequently,

and

P

r/) in the previous expressions.

o

RurB 3.

P . tr u st s.r ectq (Q) u hen.pathfE pl
and P o

w

hen.tar

g etlS

tl

{tt,Q .trusts.recsoq' (R) .h"n.pathÍ3ptl when.targetl9ttl}Kaand, P > Kq+, P ê ú+, R e Sp,NP¿ e seqt : P¿ e Ep)

P . tr usts.r ec"s'::j' "'s' (R) u hen.pathlS p fr Sp'l

w

hen.tar

g eú [.S¿

n,Súl]

2 except that here we are deriving an
expression about P's trust in the recommendation of -R. Consequently, -R has to be
a member in P's path constraints set,Sp, that is, it is an acceptable recommending
entity for P (condition 5).

AN¡.1-ysrs. Analogous to the analysis of rule

The constraints associated with the new acquired expression need to reflect
the corresponding constraints of the two expressions from which it was derived.
Hence, representations of the new constraint sets are the representation of the intersection of the corresponding constraint

sets.5

o

Finally, the following two rules enable an entity to acquire a new trust expression based on consistency checks that are performed by an entity it trusts. Note
that such checks are considered as algorithmic steps and so an entity that trusts
another to follow such steps correctly may trust it to perform these consistency
checks appropriately.

5.

(Q)implies P 'trusts$oq (Q),thenan
Notethatifoneassumes,aswedidabove,thatP'trusts.recloq
.
(R)may
be
added to rule 3. Such a conclusion
additional conclusion of the form P trustsf,"{9'"ts'
requires another condition for that rule, namely
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Rurn 4.

P . tr u st s.r ec:oi| Q) u hen.p athlE pf u hen.tar g et[E t]

P)Kq¡, PÈ ñ*

andP

=Q)(Ep,Et,r),
and P <
P is allowed to .trustsn

R,seq'jKq_,

{ts,

P . trustsfl'qtQcseqt 1P¡
AxnrvsIs. P believes that Q possesses the constraints associated with P's trust
in Q's recommendations (condition 2). P trusts Q to correctly follow the required
algorithmic steps (assumption about any such trust recommendation expression).
Consequently P may accept Q's statements of the form of (condition 5) as valid,
o
and interpret them as represented in the new acquired expression.
RurB 5.

P'

trust s.r ect:]

Q)

w

hen.pathfE

andP lQ>(Sp,St,r),

pl

w

hen.tar

g

etlStl

P)Kq¡, PÈ ñ*

and P < {ús, P is allowed to .trusts.reca _, R, seqt, Ep', Et' } xq_,
P . trust s.r eére;'Q c seo' (R) when.pat hlEd I when.t ar g et[Ett f

AN¡,rvsIs. Analogous to the analysis of rule 4.

3.

The Execution Environment

In the next section we introduce a protocol for obtaining public keys in a multidomain environment. In this section we present a model of the environment in which
that protocol is assumed to execute.
We assume a hierarchical name space (e.g., such as that provided by the
X.500 directory service (CCITT 1988a)) Each entity may have some initial possessions and beliefs and some initial trust expressions stored in its state before
the beginning of a protocol execution. For the sake of simplicity we assume that
P¿- trustsr" (P¡) or P¿ . trusts.reco" (P¡) implies P¿
each such initial trust expression P¿ has.6

6.

In general,

a similar approach can be extended for cases
possess its public key.

)

Kp

¡

and P¿

È Ç* rct

in which an entity initially trusts another but does not
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AS,

ASe .trusts.rec (ASt)
B - trusts,rec C

o

o

o

"@'r,"t,t*;@l

Et,;;*;@l

AS*

o

o

o

o--

AS"

Wiu't'nlQl "

o

Ås

AS.q

E'

C'

A'

Figure 1. A Hierarchy with Cross Links.
seems reasonable that an entity's stored trust relations would normally correspond to the conventional ones implied by the hierarchy-namely each entity
trusts the recommendations of and about entities on a path up and then down

It

in the hierarchy. As was demonstrated in (Yahalom et al. 1993), the trust recommendation constraints may be used to express that. We refer to expfessions
representing extensions or restrictions with respect to the conventional up and
down paths as exceptional trust expressions. Trust of one entity in the recommendations of another which is not its parent or child in the hierarchy is referred to as
a cross link.

Finally, each entity contains a trust-based routing table. Such a routing table at an entity contains the exceptional expressions of all its descendants in the
hierarchy. As we shall see, the information in these routing tables is used to optimize the navigation in a network. The correctness and freshness of the information
they contain may only affect the execution performance (and not its correctness).
Therefore the contents of such tables can be regarded as cached hints.
Assume a hierarchy of entities A, A' , B, C, C' , D, E, E' , ASe, ASn, ASc,
ASp, ASB, AS", AS¡, ASu, AS., AS, as shown in Figure I and additional trust
relations expressions of the following form representing cross-links:
AS p . tr

B'

tr

u st

u st

s.r

s.r eq

ecr,, (A S ù

",

(C

hen.pathlS

p

I

w

hen'tar

g

etlSt

) w hen.p athlS p2l u hen't ar g etlS t zl

D . tr u st s.r ecn,, (E)
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There are four different potential trust paths between

l. A, AS ¿,
2. A, AS ¡,
3. A, AS a,
4. A, AS

*

ASu,
ASu,
ASu,
ASu,

A

and

E:

AS e, AS¿, AS B, E
AS,, AS-, AS¿, AS ø, E
AS s, B, C, ASç, AS AS-, AS¿, AS p, E
",
AS s, B, C, ASç, AS AS., ASt, AS o, D,

E

",
Only the second path corresponds to a normal up and down traversal

hierarchy. If, for example, ,4 does not trust a node such as ASp,
able to set up a secure session with ,ø.

4. Obtaining

of a
it may still be

an Entity's Public Key

4.1. A Protocol
Assume that in the environment we described an entity A wishes to send an entity
B a secret message that only B will be able to read. ,4, thus needs to obtain B's
public key from a source it considers trustworthy in the relevant aspects. In this
subsection we present a protocol for obtaining such a key. Each navigational next
step decision in the protocol's execution is based on an algorithm presented in the
next subsection. The properties of the protocol are then analyzed using the model
we have presented.
Informally, there are three types of messages in the protocol. A forward
public-key (pk) request message includes information such as the path traversed
thus far and the corresponding constraints sets. A backward dead-end message
represents the fact that some path could not lead to a trusted source of the desirable public key. A backward public-key response message includes a binding
between an entity and its public key along with the path that was used to obtain
that public key.7
Below, ,4 denotes the initiating entity and B the target entity whose public
key .4 requires. All other entities are denoted as AS¿, AS¡, etc.
is a unique
^9r,
session identifier generated by A for each one ofits requests. The global uniqueness of
can be guaranteed by a prefix which contains A's unique name.
^9,"
AS¿ ---+ AS¡ : ms!, denotes a message rnsg sent from,4,S¿ to AS¡. ús denotes a
timestamp.

7.

Note that, as established in the protocol analysis in section 4.3 and appendix A, the trust recommendation path
need not necessarily be included in fhe pk-response messages. However, such information may in some cases
be useful and so is included in our current description of the protocol.
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A:
Initiates the protocol by sending a pk-request message to some ertity ASA
for which there is an expression of the form A ' trustsfl"q (ASò ot
A'trusts.rec"oq (ASÐ in A's state

A

---+

AS¿: {{Sr,, ts,lA,

8:

AS¿,f, KB+?,Sp' ,Et'

,r}xo-}x¡s¡+

where KB+? represents a request for B's public key, and Spt , Et', r
represent the constraints in the corresponding expression
A. trusts.rec"nq (ASÐ (in the case of an A' trustssnq (AS¿.) expression
the sets Spl and

Ett

are empty).

Each entity ,4^9¡:
When receiving a pk-requesl message from
AS¿'--+

AS¡

.4,9¿:

:

{{Sn,ts,lA, AS*..., AS¿, AS¡7, Ka¡2,9ytt ,Ett ,r}x.qso-}xorrn
lf ASj possesses an item which it believes is B's public key KB¡
9
then: Generate apk-respons¿ message and send it to AS¿:
AS¡

--+

AS¿:

{{Sn,ts,lA, AS¡,...,

AS¿, AS¡, AS¿1,8,

Ka+}xtr,-}Korn*

else: Store an ,S, record:
Sn, ts, fA, AS ¡, ..., AS¿, AS ¡),

(where the dead-end set

K n¡?, Ep', Ett, r, D E

DE is empty)

Perform Next-Step(,S") algorithm

If Nexrstep(,5") is null (no possible next step)
then: Delete ,5," record
Send to AS¿ a dead-end message:

Sr, t s, AS ¡

---+

AS ¿ : {{AS

¿,

AS i, d,eadend}

x

or.,

-} K oru*

else (Next-Step(,S") is A,Sr):

8.
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ì

::
St,t ::

EttìEt¿gr,¿g*

t_il._-.:

l1 Tj,t"

Ept'

.t-

Ep'

Sp¡sr,¡gr

The choice to which such ASa the initial message will be sent can be determined by considerations similar to
these specified below for the genenl case next-step selection'
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where EptS¡,tSo arñ, Et,¿gr,¡lÍ¡, âfo, respectively, the
path and target constraints in an expression
AS¡ .trusts.rec'nil* (ASù sratement in A,Sy's state.
there is only a AS¡

If

.trustsf,d, (ASù expression then

the sets Ep¡s¡,¡so and St¿sr,¿sr (and so the new Spl
and.Súl ) are empty.
Send a pk-request message to

AS¡

-'+

AS¡:

AS¡":

{{,Srr, ús, fA, AS¿, ..., ASi, AS¡, seet , AS*1,
K a +?, E -prt, Et", r" \ x o s, _\ x a s o¡

When receiving a dead-end message from A,S¿:
A S ¡,

---+

AS ¡ : {{S

",

t s,

AS ¡, A S¡, d,ead,end} x o, _} x o, *
i
n

Add A,Sr to the dead-end set DE of the ,S' record
Perform Next-Step(,S") algorithm

If

Next-Step(,Sr,) is null

then: Delete

^9r,

record

Send to A,S¿ (where,4S¿ is the last entity in the
sequence stored in the .9r, record) a dead-end message:

AS ¡

--

AS ¿ : {{S n, ts, AS ¿, AS ¡, d,eød,end} x o, _}
o

x

oru*

else (Next-Step(,S") is áS¡):

;: Et' nEp¡sr,¡s,
Ettt :: Ett n St¿sr,¿s,
Ep"

.t .:.t
^il._-

nTj,I

Send a pk-request message to

AS¡

---+

AS¡:

{{Sn,ts,fA, AS¿,...,

AS¿,

AS¡, AS¿f,Ke+?,

(where, as above, rhe various
,9r., record.)

9.

AS¡

t"t., ií"

;iriil*ãf';!*o"*

That message is encrypted with the recipient's public key to prevent unnecessary disclosure of the potentially sensitive trust relation infonnation. Such encryption may in some cases not be necessary. AIso note that
throughout we assume that a recipient always checks the value of a ts ûeld and ignores messages it considers
too old.
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When receiving a pk-respons¿ message from A^9¿:

AS¡

-- +

AS¡

:

{{Sn,ts,fA, AS¡,..,
Delete the

^9r,

AS¿, AS¡, AS¡",.

.., ASb.. ., AS¡r, AS¡),
B, Krt+j xtro_I xorrn

record

Send a pk-respond message to AS¿:

AS¡

---+

ASi:

{{Sr,ts,lA, AS¡,..,

AS¿, AS¡,

AS¡r,..., ASb..., ASk, AS¡, AS¿f,
B,

Kp+jx¡rr_\Korn*

A:
After it receives fhe pk-respons¿ message from ASr,t0 A may send
secret message to B:
A ---+ B : {A, B,ts,message} x u*

4.2. The Next Step Algorithm
The algorithm presented below is performed by each entity participating in a protocol execution to determine the entity to which it should forward a public key
request message.
Such a choice has two dimensions:

Correctness-The next entity should be consistent with constraints implied by
the execution path up to the current point.
Optimization-The next entity should, if possible, eventually lead us to the
appropriate target entity. The path should not contain more steps than necessafy.

The Next-Step algorithm at some eÍtity AS j accepts a
Sn,tE, SEQ, Ks+?, SP' , St'

,5r,

record of the form

,r, DE

as an input, and returns the next entity to which a public key request message
should be sent.

An etigible such next erúity AS" is one for which all the following conditions
hold:
message from every such ASa that it trusts, then A can conclude that it is impossible
a trusted source (see section 4.3). As discussed in section 4.3, time-out
mechanisms can be incorporat€d to abort particular path executions in the face of long delays (e.g., due to
system failures).

10. If A receives a deadend

for it to obtain B's public key from
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.

There are AS¡'trustsfieq, (AS.) or

AS¡

'trusts.recflee, (AS") expressions in

-A^9r''s state.

B e (r artt) (B may be identified

. AS. e

Ep' or

along such path).

AS. e 5ú/ (consistency with all the path and target con-

straints).

.
.

AS. ø SEQ (A^9" has not been visited in the current path).
AS" ø DE (4,S" has not already signaled
to AS¡).

a dead-end to

AS¡ since the last

pk-request has arrived

Next-Step (Sn) at an entity AS¡

If B is a descendant of AS¡

and

ASis child towards B

is eligible, then

return that child.

Íf AS j

trusts the parent of

B,

and that parent is eligible, then return that

parent.

AS j has a cross-link to an ancestor of B, and that ancestor is eligible,
then return that ancestor.

lf

If according to ASis trust routing table one of AS¡ descendants has a
cross-link to an ancestor of B ot trustss the parent of B, and ,4^9y's child
towards that descendant is eligible, then return that child.ll

If

ASis parent is eligible, then return that parent.

lf

AS j has a cross-link to an eligible entity, then return that entity.

If according to A,Sr''s trust touting table

one of AS¡ descendants has a

cross-link to a potentially eligible entity, and A^9¡'s child towards that
descendant is eligible, then return that child.
Return

null

4.3. Protocol Analysis
Assume a directed graph in which each node is an entity and there is a directed
edge from node P¿ to node P¡ if there is some trust recommendation expression

of

the form P¿' trusts.reci,i] @¡) in P¿'s state.
Traversing a directed path in such a graph is defined to correspond to examining, for each entity along that path, its stored trust expressions.

I

1.

Anempts to predict whether the target of the crosslink is likely to be eligible may be incorporated to determine whether such a next step is indeed the best current one.
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6È
Fr_
Figure 2.

A Cyclic

I

Path.

to establish all the entities in which it can trust,
there are cases in which all the directed paths starting from a node P¿ need to be
PnoposruoN 1: In order for

P¿

traversed.

Pnoor': Assume that one such directed path was not traversed, and so that the
trust expressions of one node P" on it (and not on any other path) have not been
examined.

The state of P. may include an expression of the form P" ' trusts'ses P¡. Given
the appropriate trust recommendation expressions starting with P¿'s, the above
expression could lead (by rule 2) to P¿ ' trusts;"ø' P¡. Depending on other trust
relations in the system, such an expression may otherwise not be obtainable. !

PnoposrrroN 2: In order lor P¿ to establish all the entities in which
is sufftcient to traverse only acyclic paths.

it can trust, it

Pnoon: Consider an environment with a cyclic path as described in Figure 2.
The directed edges of the graph correspond to expressions of the form:
P¿ . trust s.re

cu
- n,u

*,

¡ 1' trust s.re r o,
Pt ¡ r' rust s .re c !,
P¡

u

(Pt

*,

*

r.o

+

r.t"

hen.p athlS p ¿,¿¡ 1l w hen.t ar g etlS tl,¿ + tf ,
(P¿ ¡2) w hen.pathfS p ¡ a r,t +z) u¡ hen't ør g et[S t ¡ + t,¿ +z],

+r)

(Pù

w

r,nl w hen.tar g et[Sú¿+ r.r ],
Pn .trusts.reca,x.n+t (P¡'+r) when.pathlSp¡",¡"¡1f when.tørgetfSt¡r.¡"¡1,
Px+r 'trusts.recy,k+,.n*, (Pn+z) when.pøthfSpn+t,*+zl when.targetfStn+*+zl,
1

¿

w

hen.pathlS

p,¿

+

Px+¿ .trusts.recu,h+,..*, (Pr+ù when.pathfspL+r,n+rl when'tørgetfEtt¡¡¡,¿¡]-
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Consider the following paths:

1:
path2:
path 3:
path

lP¿, P¿+i
fP¿, P¿¡1, P¡rl
LP¿,

2:
path Í + 3:
path + 4:
path I

+

P¿+t, Pn, Pn+i

LP¿, P¿+t,

Pk,

PI"+t,..., Pn+tf

lP¿, P¿¡1, P¿¡2)
ïP¿, P¡+t, P¡, P¡r¡t,..., Pk+r, P¿+t, P¿+zl

¿

Iterative application of rule 3 would result in new trust recommendation expressions that may be obtained by P¿.In each application of rule 3, the new
constraints sets are intersected with the current ones. Thus, every trust recommendation expression obtained via a cyclic path will never be less constrained
than one that is obtained via some acyclic path.
may obtain (using rule 3) an expresIn particular, after traversing path l+3
sion of the form:

n

P¿ . trusts.rec

u,¿,¿¡1n,4¡1,¿*,

(&+z)

w

hen.pathfE

p¿,¿+t

u hen.t ar g etlS t ¿,¿ ¡

while after traversing path I

I

1

E p¿+t,¿+zl

ît

E

t ¿4¡ ¡21

* 4 itmay obtain only

P¿'

(P¿+z)
trus t s're c a r¿,¿¡ n,
¿¡ 1,.rnrrr,k + I n...n'&+ t,¿+ (1, ¿+ t,¿+z
w hen.pathfE p¿,¿+t
E p ¿+t,t" À S p n,x+t n ... n S p n+t,¿+t
1

I

ì

S p¿+t,¿+zl

uhen.targetlEt¿,¿+t l-ì .Sf¿..1.¡ À Et¡r,¡a1n ... n Etn+t,¿+t À 3t¿¡1,¿¡21
Thus, path I +4 is redundant.

!

PnoposrtloN 3: The protocol may traverse all such acyclic paths starting at
node,4.
Pnoor:
(a) The protocol traverses only acyclic paths.
Path traversal corresponds in the protocol to the sending of pk-request messages. Each pk-req¿¿¿Jl message contains the sequence of entities along a trust path

which were visited thus far. At each node, the identity of the next entity to which
a pk-request message will be forwarded is determined by the Next-Step algorithm.
That algorithm only chooses nodes which are eligible. One of the conditions defined for eligibility is that the next node is not already a member of the current
path.

(b) The protocol may traverse

all slch paths.
Trust-Based Navigation in Distributed
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At each node for each pk-request message, the Next-Step algorithm may
choose any of the nodes in which that node trusts, as intended recipients of the
next pk-requ¿sl message. It will eventually choose each such possible entit¡ unless it receives a pk-response message from one of the next nodes to which it sent
a

pk-request

!

message.

PRoposrrroN 4: The protocol execution terminates and is exponential in the num-

ber of nodes.
Pnoon: There is a finite number of nodes. As established in proposition 3, each
node may forward each pk-request message it receives to each of the entities it
trusts. Therefore the complexity of the algorithm is exponential in the number of
nodes.

The protocol ends when ,4 receives either a pk-response message or dead-end
messages from all the nodes which, according to its initial trust expressions, it
trusts. Only acyclic paths are traversed (proposition 3) and each, of course, is of
finite length. An acyclic path is never traversed twice-at each node the Next-Step
algorithm will never select a node that has already returned a dead-end message
for the current path (as determined by the ,S' record). Therefore the protocol will

terminate.l2

tr
Note that traversing all acyclic paths is sufficient (proposition 2), that the protocol traverses all such acyclic paths (proposition 3) and that at each node a deadend message is sent back only ifthe node cannot at all find an appropriate new
node consistently with rules 2-5. Consequently if A receives dead-end messages
from all the nodes it initially trusts then it can conclude that there is no trusted
path via which it is possible for it to obtain B's public key.
Finally, the last proposition establishes that if the protocol terminates
successfully-A receives a pk-respons¿ message, then ,4. possesses a value that
it can believe is B's public key.
PnoposluoN 5:
+

lf A receives a pk-respons¿ message then A ) Ks¡

and

AÈ Ke+'
Pnoor': Presented in Appendix A.

the assumption that every message will eventually be received by its
intended recipient. In practice, due to site failure or communication problems, time-outs may be triggered and
used to abort particular patl executions, as required.

12. The termination analysis is based on
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4.4. Discussion
Although the general complexity of the protocol presented is exponential, optimizations that rely on assumptions about the fact that most trust relations coffespond to the hierarchical structure may make the execution performance relatively
efficient.
The advantage of the protocol presented is that it can execute in an environment in which there are arbitrary trust relations between entities. That advantage
is, of course, associated with a cost. There is a state that needs to be maintained at
some of the intermediate entities: trust routing tables and, during a protocol's execution, ,5," records. The messages exchanged between entities may be longer than
in the case of protocols that do not consider trust-based information. Similarl¡
there may be more such messages: some of the execution paths traversed may not
necessarily be the shortest ones.

However, although a closer investigation of the performance implications is
an open challenge, it seems that such costs are proportional to the level of deviations from the default trust-relationships. In other words, in environments in which
most trust-relations are consistent with some global default (e.g., classical hierarchical relations) then the cost of dealing with the exceptional relations may not be
excessive.

The protocol may be fine-tuned for specific circumstances. For example, if
there is a high probability that the path traversed in order to obtain B's public
key for A may also be acceptable for B with respect to A's public key, then that
public key, and its related recommendations for B, can also be piggybacked on the
exchange we described. Also, execution delays can be traded-off against numbers
of messages, by adopting a multicast approach to a group of trusted entities, rather
than the depth-first type approach we have presented.

5. An Example
In this section we describe an execution of the protocol in a particulaf setting.
Assume A, B and C' to be scientists in institutions in Jerusalem, Karlsruhe,
and Bagdad, respectively. Other entities (see Figure 3) are servers administered
by various authorities such as university departmental authorities (e.9., AS¡ at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem), inter-governmental authorities (e.g., ASu
administered by a European Community authority), or global authorities (e.g., AS,
administered by some United Nations authority).
Trust-Based N avigation in Distribute d
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B .trusts.rec (C)
B .trusts.rec (C)

A'

B
Karl

In general, entities trust their ancestors and may be willing to accept their
recommendations regarding the trustworthiness of other entities, but with certain
constraints. For example, /4. trusts his ancestors' recommendations about other
entities (who are not necessarily related ancestorially) and even accept these recommended entities' recommendations. However, .4 regards further such cross
recommendations from recommended entities as too remote. In addition, regardless of any recommendations, ,4 is not willing to trust any servers that are
administered directly by regimes with which Israel does not have diplomatic relations.
,4.'s ancestors also trust their own ancestors' recommendations, but only
consider a single cross recommendation as acceptable-reflecting a tighter trust

policy.

Finall¡ B in Karlsruhe was a student with C who is now in Bagdad, and
trusts it and its recommendations.
,4. wishes to collaborate with B and C' (and thus needs to communicate securely with them) but, given the current political climate, is not willing to trust
servers administered directly by the Iraqi regime (such as AS.). In contrast, 24.
may be willing to trust, in some respects, certain other entities in kaq. It may trust
a server (e,9., ASc) administered by a university department in Bagdad with respect to keeping clocks synchronized, following protocol specifications correctly,
and identifying entities in its domain 12 (by an entity's domain we mean here the
entity's children or the children of its parent).
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The above scenario corresponds to three expressions of the following form:
A S ¿, . trus

t s .re

c',

|

(A S

")

when.p athlE p tl w hen.tar g e tlS t

i

where Sp1 and Sú1 represent the path and target constraints, respectively, which
allow following the hierarchy and at most one cross-link,l3 and rl represents the
set of entities which may be identified-in this case: all entities in the recommended entity's domain.

B . trusts.reco,, (C) when.pathfEp2) when.targetlEtz)
where Epz and 5t2 represent the path and target constraints, respectively, that
allow only following the hierarchy, and rr2 represents the set of entities in .4^9c's
domain.

A . tusts.re

c

n

",

(AS e) when.pathfE p3f when.targ

et\Eti

5p: and 5f3 represent the path and target

constraints, respectivel¡ which
allow following the hierarchy and at most two cross-links, but without entities
such as AS., and f3 represents the set of entities which may be identified-in this
case: all entities in the recommended entity's domain.
The following protocol execution may be initiated by A:
where

A

---+

AS ¿: {{S n, ts, fA, AS ¿f , K s, ¡?, E p3, Et3, rz} x o_} x o,
o*

AS¿,

Stores

S,,,ts,lA,ASal,K6'¡?,Ep3,Et3,13

Performs Next- Step(,S" )
NexrStep(^9,n) is A,S" (the parent of

ASÐ

EP+:EPzlEPt
Et4:5ú¡

14:

r3

O 5úr

lrl

where Epa and.9f4 represent the path and target
constraints, respectively, which allow to follow the
hierarchy and at most one cross-link, but not to consider
AS., arrd T4 represents the set of entities which may be

identified.

The specification of such constraints is demonstrated in (Yahalom et al. 1993). We omit here the required
formalism for the sake of brevity. Essentially, an expression can refer to path information and use predicates
such as parent-ofto restrict, for example, the number of up-to-down hie¡archy transitions or the number of
cross-links.
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¡ --+ AS u: {{S n, s, ÍA, A S * AS uf , K s' ¡?, E p4, Et4, r¿]¡ K ¿s t-l¡ x oru*
Stores Sn,ts,fA,AS¿,ASuf,K6,¡?,Spa,St4,r4
ASu
AS

t

Performs Next-

S

tep

(,S??

)

Next-Step(^9'r) is AS' (because there is no cross-link to
an ancestor of C')

AS u

AS r: {{S n, t s, fA, A S ¡, AS u, AS rf , K s, ¡?,

-,

AS,

Stores

S pq,

Eta, ra} v¡ o, o-} K oro*

Sn,ts,fA,AS*ASu,ASrl,Kc,+?,Ep4,Et+,r+

Performs Next- Step(^9r, )
Next-Sæp(,S,") is

null

Deletes ,S,

AS,

--

ASu: {{Sn, ts, ASr, AS u, deødend} x or*-} x or.*

ASu

DE:: DEU {AS,}
Performs Next- Step(,S" )

NexrStep(,9") is A,Ss (because of the cross-link at B)

ASu

A.Ss:

---+

{ {,5rr, ús,

lA, AS ¿, AS u, AS sl, K ç, ¡?, E pa, Et4, 14} y oru_} K or, *

ASs -+ B:
{{,9,", ús, lA,

AS¡, ASu, ASa, Bf, Kç,¡7,Epa,Eta,14}¡1o""-}xt*

Sps: Sp+nSPz

B

--+C:

{{Sn, ts,

nA, AS ¿, AS u, AS ø,

C --+ ASs:
{{Sn,ts,lA, AS¿,
ASs

--+

ASu, ASs,

B, Cf , K s' ¡?, E p5, Et5, 15) x, x +
-} "

B,C, ASef, K6,,r?,Ep5,Et5,15)Kc-l¡Kos"+

C:

{{s n, ts, lA, AS ¿, AS u, AS 3, B, C, AS ç, Cf, C" K C' +} X o,
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"

_} X. +

Ç

---+

B:

{{sn, ts, fA, AS a, AS u, AS s, B, C, AS ç, C, Bf, C" K s, ¡) N. _} N u*

AS¡

A:
{{Sn, ts, [A, AS a,

A

---,

---+

..

., B, C, AS s, C,

..

., AS ¿, A], Ct, K ç, ¡] 6 a, o-] x o*

Ct : {A,Ct,ts,message}x.,*

6. Related Work
We discuss some previous approaches to the problem of initiating a secure session
between entities in a multidomain environment and outline their relation to the
approach presented in this article.
A recent project, titled Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), aims to enhance electronic mail systems to achieve security and privacy (Kent 1993, Linn 1993). The
PEM work assumes that the entities arc organized in a global name space hierarchy. When an entity wishes to obtain the public key of another, the hierarchy is
traversed from the root of the hierarchy downwards towards the other entity. Such
an approach implicitly assumes that each such entity trusts (e.g., with respect to
identification) the root, as well as ancestors ofthe target entity. Such an approach
is a special case of the one we presented here, in which there are no exceptional

trust relations.
The work of Binell et al. (Birrell et al. 1986) and more recently of Lampson et al. (Lampson et al. 1991) relaxes some of the trust-related requirements
of PEM-like approaches. In particular, in their work entities may set up a secure
session between themselves if they only trust the sub-hierarchy to which they
both belong. Entities are not necessarily required to trust other parts of the hierarchy, such as the root. To obtain the public key of another entity, the subhierarchy
is traversed upwards from one entity to the least common ancestor of it and the
target entity and then downwards towards the target entity. In addition, entities
may make use of a single cross-link within their trusted sub-hierarchy, as a shortcut between the upward and downward traversal of the hierarchy. In (Lampson

et al. 1991) it is established that different hierarchical trust relations may be required by each of a session's participants, even with respect to the same set of
intermediate entities. Again, these models correspond to a special case of our
approach in which there are some particular types of exceptional trust relations,
which are globally assumed. Namely, some entities may be considered not trusted.
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As our example demonstrated, there are circumstances in which more flexible exceptional trust relations must be supported.
Gligor et al. further extend the type of trust structures that may be supported
(Gligor et al. 1992).In particular, in their approach a single cross-link may be incorporated, thus linking two different sub-hierarchies. Such a scenario corresponds
in our approach to a form of a single-step exceptional trust recommendation. It
falls short of providing support for more elaborate recommendation types, and
thus is not sufficient to deal with situations such as the one we presented in our
example in section 5.

The problem of deriving new trust relations between entities is related to that
of determining access rights in access control models (e.g., (Harrison et al. 1976,
Rabin & Tygar 1987)).
In (Harrison et al. 1976), Harrison, Ruzzo, and Ullman examine the problem of determining whether, for given circumstances, a subject (using their terminology) may acquire a particular type of right to an object. One case of their
analysis corresponds to our problem of deriving new trust relations (Yahalom
et al. 1993). For that case they establish that there exists an algorithm of exponential complexity.
Rabin and Tygar present in (Rabin &'lygar 1987) a formalism that allows
the specification of sets as privilege and protection components. Their algorithm,
which determines whether a privilege component satisfies a protection component,
is related to the path constraints consistency checks (rules 2-5) performed in our
protocol.
Finally, consider the SPX protocol developed at Digital Equipment Corp.
(Tiudo & Alagappan 1991). The environment assumed by the SPX designers
consists of a global hierarchical trust structure with particular exceptional rclations. SPX assumes that each public key repository stores the public keys of a
large number of entities. Thus, if A wishes to obtain the public key of B, ¡he
path that it is required to traverse may be short. Furthennore, pre-evaluations of
cross-links and the 'up'-part of paths may be stored to speed up executions. The
SPX approach may also be viewed as a special case of our approach. However the
structure of the consequent message from A to B can, in our opinion, be considered as a flaw in the SPX design. That message structure can be represented as:
A---+

B: {A,ts,msg}rcr*

Where A is the name of entity ,4, ús is a timestamp, and msg may, for example,
contain a session key generatedby A to be shared with B.
In particular, B's identity is not specified explicitly within the message. That
implies, that if B is to be convinced that the sender of the message indeed intended it to be targeted at B, B needs to trust (with respect to identification of B)
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the path .A used in order to obtain KBl and its binding to B. Otherwise, as far as
B is concerned, Amay have believed that K6ç is some C's public key. However,
if there are multiple such paths, or if in some domain the public key repository is
replicated, B may not necessarily be able to infer which path was used by A. A
solution to this problem is simply to require -4 to insert B's name into the message, as we do in the presented protocol.

7. Conclusions
Secure protocols need to reflect particular views of the participating entities about

different types of trustworthiness of other entities. In this article we introduced an
approach for establishing how trust expressions may be acquired during protocol
executions. Such an approach enables the design of protocols for environments
in which not all entities are assumed to conform to some pre-determined trust
structure. The potential additional cost associated with such protocols may be
traded off against the amount of additional trust-related flexibility required.
There are various directions in which this research can be further pursued.
The performance/flexibility trade-off needs to be evaluated in particular settings
and within the context of implementation prototypes. Other protocols need to be
designed and some of the assumptions we made in this article may need to be
relaxed. For example, an entity may initially trust the recommendations of another
but not be able to directly interact with it because it does not possess the required
cryptographic keys. Issues associated with the evolution of trust relations over
time need also be considered. An entity's trust in another (in some respect) may
change due to various events that may take place.
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 5
PRoposIuoN 5:

If A receives

a pk-respons¿ message

then

A I KB¡

and

A? Ni*.
Pnoor:

(a) If ,4 receives

a pk-respons¿ message then there exists a path

LA, Pt,...P*l

such that

P-

possesses a value

Ks¡

of entities

it believes is B's pub-

lic key. Each entity on that path (except for,4.) received a pk-request message from its predecessor, and each entity on the path (exceptfor P^)
received a pk-respons¿ which contains Kp¡ from its successor:
According to the protocol specifications, the first time a pk-respon ¿ message is sent is when an entity possesses an item it believes to be B's public key.
It sends it to the entity from whom it received a pk-request message. From that
point each entity generates a pk-response message only if it receives a pk-response
message and always forwards it (with B's public key) to the last entity that sent it
the pk-requert message. Because each path of pk-request messages is acyclic and
starts from A, the pk-response message will eventually be forwarded to ,4.

(b) Each entiq

n

on the above path (except for

P,)

may believe when it re-

ceives the pk-respof¿s¿ message that P¿¡l possesses 5p and .Sú and regards
them as path and target constraints, and possesses and regards it as the

r

set of entities which may be identified:
F;ach pk-reqøesl message has the

{{Sn,ts,LA, Pt,.

..,

following.form

Pi, seq, P¿¡t), Kp+?, Sp" , Et"

,r"}Kro-)*ro*r*

The last three fields are interpreted respectively as the current path and target
constraint s¿ls and the current set of entities which may be identified. The message
also explicitly includes the path traversed thus far and the identifiers P¿ and P¿¡1.
4 trusts P,!-.1 with respect to following protocol steps and to maintaining
synchronized clocks (because only such entities are chosen as a Next-Step). Thus
P¿ believes fhat P¿¡1will only consider recent messages as valid, and consider the
last three fields as deflned above. Consequently P¿ believes that if P¿-.1 sent it a
message implying I received a recent message from you that indeed it received the
pk-request message which P¿ sent.
The pk-response is associated with an implicit interpretation: I received your
recent pk-request rnessa7e (identified by the S. rteW) and acted consistently with
it. P¿'s possession of an item it believes is P¿a1's public key (assumption about
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trust relations) allows it to conclude that P¿¡1made that statement. Its trust expressions allow it to conclude that it made the statement recently (in the current
execution), that it received its message, and acted according to the protocol specifications. Consequently, P¿+t received .Sp and 5ú and regarded them as path and
target constraints, and received r and regarded it as the set of entities which may
be identified.

(c) Each entity in the above path (except for P*) which receives a pkresponse message may possess KB¡ and believe it is B's public key:
'We

prove this claim by induction, considering paths of length n. IVith each

pk-response message there is an associated implicit statement by the sender P¿a1
to the intended recipient P¿: I believe that you are allowed to trust P* with respect to B's public key and K6', is the value it provided (the values P*,8, Ks¡
are explicitly included, among others, in the message).
The case n : I is trivial-,A receives a pk-respons¿ from P- (which it
trusts-or else it would not have communicated with it) and applies rule 1 when it
receives the response to deduce the validity of the key.
However, because our general proof assumes paths of at least length 2, we
need to establish that the claim holds for n : 2. P1 received a pk-response from

P-.. Pt trusts P- and also believes that it is consistent with A's constraints (which
it received in the request message). Consequently it may convey tbe pk-response
message to A with the above meaning. A can apply rule 4 for which all the conditions hold: It trusts the recommendations of Pr-or it would not have sent a
request to it. It believes P1 possesses 5p and .9Ú and regards them as path and target constraints and similarly r (claim (b)). It received a message encrypted with
P1's private key implying that P1 states that ,4 should believe in the trustworthiness of Prn. Applying rule 4, A may acquire a trust expression ín Prn (and its
ability to identify entities in a set which contains B). As P1 testified that Ke+,
and A ffusts P1, A may, using a variant of rule 1, believe that Ks¡ is B's public
key:

A

. trusts.re c"oq

@ù

when.p athfS pl when.targe tlS tl

AFPt)(Ep,Et,r)
A < {ts, A is allowed to . trust.s,t P*, seq'} Kr,

'3"4

A.trustsflilt

(P*¡ --> AÈ K"+

We now assume that the claim holds for a sequence of pk-responJ¿ messages
(corresponding to a path starting from P^) of length k. That is, assume that after
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receives its pk-respons¿ message it may trust P* with respect to the provision of B's public key, and believe that Prn claimed that Ks¡ is B's public key:

P*-k

Prn-t".trusts"ri,q

(P*\

and

Pr*-nÞ KG+

We now prove that the above assumption implies that the same holds for
Prn-tc-r. Pm-tc-r may believe that Pn -¡ possesses the appropriate path constraints and believes them to be these appropriate constraints (proved in claim (b)).
Prn-k-r trusts the recommendations of Prn-¡, - or else it would not have chosen
it as a next entity for a pk-requ¿st message. In particular it trusts P*-t , while following the protocol steps, to verify that the path traversed (between Pp-¡, and
P-) is consistent with the above appropriate constraint sets. According to the induction assumptiono P*-¡ guns a trust in P^ (and consequently believes that it
possesses B's key), and can send a pk-response message, with its implied meaning, to Pm-k-r. Thus, upon receiving that message, by using rule 4, Pv¡-¡-1 ac-

quires a trust expression in P*. That trust together with the belief lhat Pp stated
that Ks¡ is B's public key, leads Pm-rc-r to believe that indeed it is.

Pm-h-r . lrusts.recsnee (Pr"-ù when.pathfEpl when.largetfEtl
Pm-te-r ÈPr"-n > (5P,5ú,2)

Pm-h-r<{ts, P*-¡-1 is allowed to ' tntst,y,,P*,seq'}Kr^-*

'$a p*-r-1

'trustssoeq'

(Prn)

¿

prn-¡-,

? ñ*
n
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